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Business Continuity Plans in Action

Richard Luongo, AVP, Sr. Property Risk Control Specialist, Sompo Global Risk Solutions,
rluongo@sompo-intl.com and Chuck Boyte, AVP - Sr. Property Risk Control Specialist, Sompo
Global Risk Solutions, cboyte@sompo-intl.com
Crisis management, communication and disaster planning are critical components
of business continuity planning. Having and deploying functional plans improves an
organization’s likelihood of surviving unplanned and sometimes large events, such as a
pandemic. A formal Business Continuity Plan (BCP) will help you answer the essential
question: “What can we do to ensure our operations remain viable?”
In response to the current crisis, many companies have significantly changed their
operations, and to some extent, have deployed their BCP with the goal of remaining viable
for the long term. The results of these changes are now beginning to be assessed and
revisions have or will be made to address the volatility during this crisis.
Tips To Assist in Guiding A BCP
To maximize the effectiveness of your BCP, we recommend revisiting it on a regular basis
to confirm the correct critical activities have been implemented and to prepare for the next
phases of plan deployment. Common BCP steps are outlined below and should help guide
your BCP.
• Determine if an Emergency Operations Center is needed, physically or virtually and
activate;
• Assess and reassess the event’s impact on people, facilities, IT, operations, supply chain
and reputation;
• Mobilize appropriate response teams to chosen recovery sites;
• Rotate primary and alternate team members, as necessary;
• Plan for and transition to remote capabilities and assess conditions where possible;
• Follow predetermined action plans and document response activities for future
evaluation;
• Collect status and situational data from affected response teams;
• Regularly communicate the current situation and status with senior management and
the Crisis Management Team;
• Inform key stakeholders early and often – this includes employees;
• Maintain contact with staff who have been furloughed or laid-off;
• Remain flexible and adjust action plans where needed;
• Continue to operate under emergency response mode until the disruption is over;
• Review business restoration plans and start planning how your business will resume
operations and recover post crisis.
We Are Here To Help
Your Sompo International Risk Control team is available to assist you and provide
support during this time of concern. If you need us, please call your Sompo GRS
Risk Control Specialist or our emergency hotline at +1 877 667 5733 or email
GRSRiskControlQuestions@sompo-intl.com.

